WHALE & DOLPHIN MESSAGE FOR HUMANITY 3-3-12
The Dolphins are the ambassadors and the embodiments of Joy here on planet Earth. They
represent the positive feeling and emotional states of happiness, passion, love and JOY! They
are ambassadors to humanity assisting us in finding and living those qualities within ourselves.
The Dolphins offer us a literal RAINBOW BRIDGE of LIGHT on the pathway to Ascension and
merging with our Higher Selves.
The DOLPHINS are emissaries of Light and work closely with the Pleiadian Beings to assist
everyone in becoming a conscious Creator.
The DOLPINS can assist you in going deep within Yourself to find the truth that lives within your
heart. They ask us to connect with the Divinity within ourselves and truly connect with our
Souls. They remind us that the Soul is the consciousness that we incarnated from and that
which we will ultimately return to. Our physical bodies are just an expression of that part of us
that embodies a higher power and consciousness. Our Souls want nothing more of us in the
physical than for us to be happy and live a joyful and magical life. It is only through creating
joyful feelings can we achieve a higher vibration and can truly connect to and communicate with
our higher selves. So the dolphins message is quite simply to become aware of how easy it is
to monitor our thought forms and just choose to change them if we find our thoughts anything
other than joyful! Simple but profound. Remember to think is to create and we are the creators
and co-creators of the world in which we live.
The Universe is one living breathing conscious Being demonstrating inter-connectiveness and
oneness. The incarnated whales are an example of the all loving, all knowing consciousness
that came to planet earth to be a steward for Gaia and for humanity. As a species the whales
and dolphins are the most spiritually and intellectually evolved souls in our world and they
anchor light beamed to Earth from distant sources. Using their Living Light Fields, known as the
Merkaba they align with the frequency and resonance of Gaia or Mother Earth. The whales
have held the highest incarnated vibration on the planet for eons and also hold the resonance or
frequency that is the heartbeat for Gaia. We would not have survived these many years if the
whales had not chosen to use their vibration to balance and steady our beautiful planet.
The end of polarity or duality is nearing. The responsibilities the whales have held for humanity
is now being shared with many humans as we awaken to our true selves and choose to take our
power as children of Creator/Source. We are reclaiming the true dreaming state of the living
heart. This is true Creatorship. What this means is that through exercising intentional evolution
we are entering into a time when thoughts will manifest very quickly into our dimensional
realities. Because many of us have chosen to awaken to the truth of our Souls journey and
become conscious creators, we are now able to connect with the super sentient ancient
cetaceans we call the whales.
The whales are the ancients, the elders, and are the greatest healers we will know throughout
our many journeys and lifetimes upon this planet we call Earth. The whales ask you to call upon
them often to realign your auric fields and your organ systems. They remind you of the phrase
"ask and you will receive". It is their honor to assist us and they come in joy and in a state of
bliss that can best be described as "living in Oneness with the all that is".

to monitor our thought forms and just choose to change them if we find our thoughts anything
other than joyful! Simple but profound. Remember to think is to create and we are the creators
and co-creators of the world in which we live.
The Dolphins and Whales intend that you will find great love and joy in your heart each day and
find a way to share it with another!
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